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P2P—Previously a World of Somewhat Nebulous Objectives

Grows Up
Harkening back to the early days of the eProcurement market when the likes of
Ariba, Commerce One, Intellisys, Rightworks and others pushed their largely
vapor-ware on an uneducated procurement buying public, most organizations, then
as now, typically latched on to the same basic value propositions for automating
their procurement and payment situations. Even though we’ve come a long way in
the past decade in terms of clearing out the vapor, the basic benefits of what vendors
now describe as purchase-to-pay (P2P)—and procurement organizations buy hook,
line and catalog-requisitioned sinker—haven’t changed much. These include,
in no particular order:
UÊ Reducing maverick spending activities (i.e., making sure that there are no renegade buys
or purchases/payments made to unauthorized suppliers)
UÊ Driving overall organizational compliance
UÊ Lowering overall purchasing costs (e.g., driving spend to targeted suppliers and
configuring specifications to avoid unnecessary costs—e.g., extended warranties
on technology hardware)
UÊ Implementing procurement controls that stand up to regulatory and shareholder scrutiny
UÊ Ensuring that individuals and departments do not exceed their indirect buying budgets
UÊ Subliminally notifying employees that they’re being watched
UÊ Gaining better visibility into spend reporting
UÊ Allowing for enhanced financial forecasting (and rapid control mechanisms, when required)
UÊ Getting rid of paper
Many companies originally ignored the complexity of P2P, eInvoicing and supplier enablement
        

  D  

UÊ Percentage / share of spend under mgmt. for different categories

UÊ Cost and effort to manage the accounts
payable process (much of it specific to invoice
management and workflow)

Ê UÊ ,"ÊÉÊV>Ì>}
Ê UÊ "Ì iÀÊ`ÀiVÌÊÉÊV>Ì>}
Ê UÊ *ÀÌ
Ê UÊ -iÀÛViÃÊÃ«i³V«iÝ®
Ê UÊ /E
Ê UÊ ÀiVÌ
UÊ Supplier enablement (initial)
UÊ Supplier enablement (ongoing)
UÊ Content management
UÊ "ÛiÀ>ÊÕÃiÀÊiÝ«iÀiVi
UÊ Process and technical integration
UÊ Closed-loop compliance
UÊ Invoicing / EIPP opportunity



UÊ / iÊVÃÌÊvÊ>VVÕÀ>ÌiÊvÀ>Ì
UÊ Solving the “paper” challenge—that’s right,
don’t think for a minute that P2P or SRM
investments alone will get rid of paper
UÊ Realizing there is no “one size fits
all suppliers” solution—we must consider
the cost of having a lowest common
denominator solution
UÊ Regional challenges / barriers
and existing operator infrastructure
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P2P business cases based on benchmarking efforts require a greater level of sophistication
than most given their overall enterprise Impact
Business Impact

Target

Significant: Finance
(including A/P),
*ÀVÕÀiiÌ]Ê/]ÊiÌV°

/Þ«V>Ê*Ó*Ê
Business Case
Based on
Benchmarking
Exercise

1-2 Functions
or Processes
/Ì>Ê ÃÌÊvÊ
"ÜiÀÃ «ÊÀÊ
Simple Payback
"iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌ

Low

Business Case Sophistication

High

!"#$%&'()&%*(+&,-./&0(!1&,2(34--&$5(4,4675.5

For most companies that have implemented or upgraded a P2P toolset in the past five
years, most if not all of these benefits should be a reality today. But while they’ve become
the ante from an expectation standpoint when it comes to P2P results, they do not go
far enough in helping companies truly enhance procurement operating effectiveness and
efficiency. In today’s environment where driving year-over-year cost out of the buying
equation with fewer transactional resources is the norm, procurement organizations should
take a step back and look at what they could achieve, versus what they are actually (in the
majority of cases) realizing today. Spend Matters research suggests that the most powerful
approach in defining an ideal future transactional buying and P2P state comes not from what
we’ve expected to achieve in the past, but what we can challenge ourselves to quantify,
benchmark, define and measure in the future. Put another way, rather than simply implement
*Ó*Êi°}°]Êi*ÀVÕÀiiÌ]Ê **]Ê/E ]ÊiÌV°®ÊÃÞÃÌiÃÊ>`ÊÀi>Ìi`Ê>>ÞÌV>ÊÌÃÊÌÊ«ÕÀÃÕiÊ>`Ê
measure the previously bulleted activities, organizations should first understand both what’s
possible from a quantitative improvement standpoint and where they are today.
Even up front, this type of exercise is not at all academic—or something that companies
should relegate to lower level team members building business cases for investments.
Understanding P2P metrics, benchmarks and the organization’s current standing can help
us answer the following types of questions, all of which are fundamental to procurement
strategy and execution:
UÊ What are we really trying to do from a P2P systems implementation perspective—and
how should we rank our priorities?
UÊ How important is process and process change as part of an initiative?
UÊ What types of benefits can we expect from reduced labor costs versus other areas?
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UÊ Who will take ownership of driving adoption (e.g., making invoice automation
the status quo)
UÊ How will our suppliers react to the system and can we expect added—or reduced costs—
from new operating models?
UÊ What is our definition of success around compliance and how do we plan to baseline
and measure it?
UÊ What is our plan to drive adoption—and to tie upstream and downstream procurement
activities together alongside working capital and finance objectives?

P2P—The

Intersection of Benchmarks and Analytics

Spend Matters research has long
considered Hackett Group metrics
to be the gold standard of P2P
$FRPSOHWHEXVLQHVVFDVHIRUDKLJKLPSDFWSURMHFWPXVWLQFOXGHUHDOWDQJLEOH¿QDQFLDOPHWULFV
benchmarking. Based on a top-*4-(422$&55(.81$"/&8&,-5(.,(4(%"814,795(5*4$&(1$.%&0(84$:&-(/46#4-.",0("$("-*&$(
down methodology surveying
;&46-*<%$&4-.",(2$./&$=(>#-(&/&,(-*4-95(,"-(&,"#?*=
both finance and procurement
executives, Hackett data can help
   3
show organizations where they sit
 @&46.5-.%(A&,%*84$:5
on the procurement and payables
 3URRIWKDWWKHQHZSURFHVVHVPHWULFVRUVRIWZDUHFDQGHOLYHUWKHH[SHFWHGHI¿FLHQFLHV
continuum relative to their peers.
1&$B"$84,%&0(5&$/.%&0(4,2(%"5-5
As part of the collaboration for the
 @.5:(42C#5-8&,-5(-"(4%%"#,-(B"$(1"-&,-.4667(,&?4-./&(A#5.,&55(4,2(.816&8&,-4-.",(&/&,-5
research for this report, Hackett
 $GDWDFROOHFWLRQDQGPRQLWRULQJSURFHVVIRUUHFRUGLQJWKHSURJUHVVDQGGHOLYHU\RIEHQH¿WV
agreed to share with Spend Matters
!"#$%&'()&%*(+&,-./&0(!1&,2(34--&$5(4,4675.5
some of the findings from its latest
P2P benchmarks. By taking into
consideration Hackett’s findings and analyses—and going through such a benchmarking
process with Hackett directly—procurement and finance organizations will not only understand
where the best places to focus their efforts are, but what the expected impact of new
programs will be based on similar outcomes in peer organizations.
Beyond benchmarks: make sure you’ve got all the elements
of a business case together to maximize P2P change potential

Before diving into the details of some of Hackett’s recent benchmarks in this area, it is useful
to summarize some of the high-level findings that these and related studies show year-in and
year-out. In this regard, Spend Matters analysis suggests:
UÊ / iÊ}>«ÊLiÌÜiiÊÌ«Ê«iÀvÀiÀÃ]Ê>ÛiÀ>}iÊ>`ÊÜiÀÊ«iÀvÀiÀÃÊVÌÕiÃÊÌÊLiÊÃ}wV>ÌÊ
in the P2P area
UÊ / iÊLiÃÌÊ«iÀvÀ}ÊÀ}>â>ÌÃÊ>V iÛiÊÃ}wV>ÌÞÊLiÌÌiÀÊ*Ó*ÊLiV >ÀÊÀiÃÕÌÃÊ
with fewer resources (not just less expensive resources)
UÊ / iÊLiiwÌÃÊvÊ*Ó*Ê>ÕÌ>ÌÊ>ÌÌiÀÊÀiÊÜ iÊÌÊViÃÊÌÊÃ>Û}ÃÊ>`ÊÜÀ}ÊV>«Ì>Ê
management strategies from an effectiveness perspective than an efficiency one
(i.e., labor cost savings rarely outweigh other benefits)
UÊ Fixing broken processes (or addressing a lack of process integration between procurement,
finance and A/P) will almost provide a better result than reducing transaction processing
costs first through a move to a shared-services or outsourced operating model
UÊ /iV }ÞÊ>`ÊÛÃLÌÞpÌÊ Õ>ÊV>«Ì>p>ÀiÊÌ iÊÃÌÊ«ÀÌ>ÌÊÃÌÀ>Ìi}ÞÊi>LiÀÃÊ
(e.g., discounting, payment term optimization) and flexibility
UÊ Cycle time reduction for procurement and order processing not only leads to greater
efficiency, but enhanced forecasting visibility and overall procurement and buying controls
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UÊ /«Ê«iÀvÀiÀÃÊÌÊÞÊÃ>ÛipÌ iÞÊVÀi>ÌiÊ>Õ`Ì>LiÊÌÀ>ÃÊvÊLÕÞ}Ê>`Ê«>ÞiÌÊ>VÌÛÌÞÊ
that are more likely to stand up to current and future regulatory and shareholder scrutiny

Order Processing and Invoicing Costs
Recent Hackett data suggests that non top-performers spend roughly 60% more in processing
VÃÌÃÊ«iÀÊÀ`iÀÊf£È°Ç£®ÊÛiÀÃÕÃÊÌ«Ê«iÀvÀiÀÃÊf£ä°ä{®°Ê/ iÃiÊÕLiÀÃÊv>VÌÀÊÌÊ>VVÕÌÊ
both labor and outsourcing costs. Still, the number for both groups has trended up in the past
year, perhaps owning to a notion that Hackett suggests companies are placing a “greater
vVÕÃÊÊvÀ>â}ÊÌ iÊ«ÕÀV >Ã}Ê«ÀViÃÃÊ>`Ê`ÀÛ}ÊV«>ViÊ«VÞ°»Ê/ ÃÊÊÌÕÀÊ>ÞÊ
be contributing to the “rising costs of an order.” In terms of process costs per invoice, non
top-performers spend almost 4X the amount ($3.90) to process a single invoice from a labor
and outsourcing cost perspective than top performers ($1.14).

Overall P2P Processing Costs
>ViÌÌÊÀiÃi>ÀV ÊÃÕ}}iÃÌÃÊÌ iÀiÊÃÊ>Ênä¯³Ê`iÌ>ÊvÀÊÛiÀ>Ê*Ó*Ê«ÀViÃÃÊVÃÌÃÊ>}>]Ê
factoring in labor and outsourcing) between top-performing organizations and non
Ì««iÀvÀiÀÃ°Ê/ ÃÊ`vviÀiÌ>ÊVÕ`iÃÊ>VVÕÌÃÊ«>Þ>LiÊ>LÀÊ>`ÊÀi>Ìi`ÊVÃÌÃÊ>ÃÊÜiÊ
as purchasing operations costs. Similar Hackett benchmark data takes this analysis further
by showing that top performing procurement organizations require less than 50% the level
of transactional resources (24) per billion of dollars in spend compared with non
Ì««iÀvÀiÀÃÊ{n°ÓÊ/ ÃÊ«iÀÊLÊÊÃ«i`®°Ê>ViÌÌÊÃÕ}}iÃÌÃÊÌ >ÌÊºvÀÊÌ iÊ>ÛiÀ>}iÊ
company benchmarked this equates to about a $7 million process cost gap between
top-performers and non top-performers.”

Impact of Electronic Invoicing

on Early Payment Discounts and Processing Costs
Learn to use respected benchmark intelligence to your advantage
in crafting an overall P2P business case
!"#$%&'()'*+,%&-(./%'!.0(/%/.1'2",3/$.4

!"#$%&'(D4%:&--(E$"#1

Companies that deploy an invoice
automation or electronic invoice
presentment payment (EIPP)
solution set do not just create
process efficiencies—they can also
enable greater financial forecasting
accuracy and enhanced worked
capital management strategies,
including early payment discounting
programs that can yield over a 20%
APR while helping to reduce supply
risk. Hackett data suggests that
those companies in the top quartile
of performance which adopt early
payment discounts (and process,
on average, 80% of invoices
electronically) realize discounting
participation rates nearly four times
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as high as bottom quartile performers (which process only 2% of invoices electronically). From
a cost perspective, Hackett research suggests that true electronic enablement of invoices
Ài`ÕViÃÊ«ÀViÃÃÊVÃÌÃÊÌÊ>««ÀÝ>ÌiÞÊfÎ°£ÎÊ«iÀÊÛVi°Ê/ ÃÊV«>ÀiÃ]ÊÊ>Ê«iÀÊÛViÊ
L>ÃÃ]ÊÜÌ Êf{°ÎÊvÀÊ" ,Ê«ÌV>ÊV >À>VÌiÀÊÀiV}Ì®]Êfx°{£ÊvÀÊ>}}Ê>`ÊÜÀyÜÊ>`Ê
$7.99 for paper invoicing costs.

Truth in Data—Drilling

Into P2P Datasets

It’s one thing to understand benchmark performance across P2P areas to set strategy,
prioritize investments and measure performance, but it’s another to unearth the benefits
of drilling into P2P-related datasets to uncover savings, audit/recovery and other
opportunities. In this section of our analysis, we present some of the possibilities, benefits
and outcomes of drilling into different types of P2P data.

Stand Alone PO (and A/P) Datasets
>ÃVÊÞiÌÊV«iÌiÊ*"Ê`>Ì>ÃiÌÃÊV>ÊÌiÊÕÃÊµÕÌiÊ>ÊLÌÊÕ`iÀÊ>ÞÊVÀVÕÃÌ>ViÃ°Ê,i}>À`iÃÃÊ
vÊÜ iÌ iÀÊÀÊÌÊÜiÊ`Õ«Ê*"ÊvÀ>ÌÊÌÊ>Ê`>Ì>ÊÜ>Ài ÕÃiÊÜÌ Ê>Ê ÊvÀÌÊi`Ê
i°}°]Ê-*É"À>Vi®]ÊÀÊ>ÊÌÀ>`Ì>ÊÃ«i`ÊVÕLiÊi°}°]ÊÀL>]Ê À>Û-ÕÌ]Ê «ÌÀÃ]ÊiÌV°®]ÊÌ iÊ
packaged analytics of our P2P program (provided they’re sufficient) or a separate analytics
>««V>ÌÊiÊ +ÊvÀÊÜ iÀiÊÌ iÊvÜ}ÊiÝ>«iÃÊVi®]Ê*"Ê`>Ì>ÊV>ÊLiÊÛiÀÞÊ i«vÕÊÊ
determining both cost reduction and working capital management strategies.
ÀÊiÝ>«i]ÊVÃ`iÀÊ ÜÊ*"ÊiiÛiÊ`iÌ>ÊVÕ`}ÊÃÕV Êwi`ÃÊ>ÃÊÌiÊ`iÃVÀ«Ì]Ê«ÀVi]Ê
quantity, unit of measure, terms, etc. can tell us such things as trend lines on unit prices
Ê>Ê>««iÃÊÌÊ>««iÃÊV«>ÀÃÊL>ÃÃ®°Ê/ ÃÊÌÞ«iÊvÊV«>ÀÃÊvÊ>VÌÕ>Ê«ÀViÃÊ>}Àii`ÊÌÊ
in a transaction (but not necessarily paid) to negotiated contract terms and overall percentages
can yield numerous savings and audit recovery opportunities, as can taking a closer look
>ÌÊ*"ÊÌÀi`}Ê`>Ì>ÊL>Ãi`ÊÊ`>ÀÌÃÊ>`ÊÜ >ÌÊÌ ÃiÊÃ«iVwVÊ`>ÀÊÌÃÊ>ÞÊLi®Ê
compared with those containing item level pricing.
ÀiÛiÀ]Ê*"Ê`>Ì>ÊLiViÃÊÌ >ÌÊÕV ÊÀiÊÕÃivÕÊÜ iÊÜiÊLi}ÊÌÊVÀ«À>ÌiÊÌÊÜÌ Ê
A/P datasets in our analysis as well. Depending on a company’s system environment,
these combined datasets may or may not come from the same systems. In addition, if
an organization has also invested in an invoice automation or EIPP (electronic invoice
presentment payment) solution, they may have access to even more granular data in this
ÃVi>À°Ê/ iÊVL>ÌÊvÊ*"Ê>`ÊÉ*Ê`>Ì>ÊV>Ê i«ÊÕÃÊ`iÌiVÌÊ>VÌÕ>Ê«ÀViÃÊ«>`ÊvÀÊÌiÃÊ
>ÃÊÜiÊ>ÃÊ>>iÃÊLiÌÜiiÊVÌÀ>VÌi`]Ê*">««ÀÛi`Ê>`Ê«ÀVi«>`Ê>ÕÌÃ°Ê/ ÃÊV>Ê
LiÊÕÃivÕÊÊ>>Þâ}ÊÃ«i`ÊÌ >ÌÊÃÊ}}ÊÌ ÀÕ} Ê*"ÊÃÞÃÌiÃÊÛiÀÃÕÃÊÌ >ÌÊÜ V ÊÃÊÌÊLi}Ê
captured on a granular level (e.g., by vendor, department, individual, geography, commodity
code, ERP code or other classification taxonomy).

Legal Services
It’s possible to achieve material legal cost reductions by looking closely at P2P related
information, much of which is often contained within legal billing systems, integrated P2P
environments, invoice data and matters management systems. For example, by looking at
the combination of these datasets, procurement and legal teams can jointly examine bill
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rate compliance, analyze expenses and identify the best mix of in-house, firm and potential
vvÃ ÀiÊ««ÀÌÕÌiÃ°Ê/À>`Ì>Þ]Ê-«i`Ê>ÌÌiÀÃÊÀiÃi>ÀV ÊÃÕ}}iÃÌÃÊi}>Ê`i«>ÀÌiÌÃÊ >ÛiÊ
very limited visibility into their own spending and trending data.
Such analysis activities can help drive overall sourcing strategies (e.g., fixed-price amounts
for patent filing and submission vs. hourly billing) based on analyzing overall volume
>`ÊVÃÌÃÊvÀÊÃ«iVwVÊi}>ÊÉÊ>ÌÌiÀÃÊ>VÌÛÌiÃ°Ê/ iÞÊV>Ê>ÃÊi>`ÊÌÊLiÌÌiÀÊ ÕÀÞÊVÃÌÃÊvÀÊ
firms based on a clear and transparent understanding of overall activity in specific matters
areas, leading to both local and global firm rationalization strategies. Moreover, by taking
a data-driven approach to legal spend, both procurement and in-house counsel can come
together by agreeing on shared objectives, goals and measurements based on jointly defined
and desired outcomes.

T&E/Travel
Ã} ÌÊÌÊ/E ÊÃ«i`]Ê>ÊÃ«iV>âi`Ê>Ài>ÊÌ >ÌÊv>ÃÊÜÌ Ê*Ó*ÊLÕÌÊvÌiÊÕÌÃ`iÊvÊÌÀ>`Ì>Ê
eProcurement and invoice automation environments can also yield useful and material
results. Analyzing travel agency reservation records, contract pricing, internal organizational
hierarchies and internal travel booking system transactions can help organizations identify
LÌ Êi`>ÌiÊ>`ÊvÕÌÕÀiÊVÃÌÊÃ>Û}ÃÊ««ÀÌÕÌiÃ°Ê/ iÃiÊÃ>Û}ÃÊÌ>ÌÛiÃÊ} ÌÊ
include identification of flights that are out of policy (based on seat or ticket class—e.g.,
upgradable coach vs. restricted coach) and the rolling-up of missed savings opportunities
based on organizational hierarchy (i.e., aggregating losses to show true cost by department
and organization).
Ê>``Ì]Ê*Ó*Ê>>ÞÌV>ÊivvÀÌÃÊÌ >ÌÊÌ>ViÊ/E ÊÃ«i`ÊV>Ê>ÃÊi>LiÊV«>iÃÊÌÊ}>Õ}iÊ
which city pairs (i.e., outgoing / incoming flights), airport care hire and hotel bookings receive
the highest traffic (and dollars) to help procurement travel managers focus their negotiation
efforts with carriers and by leveraging information as an asset. Such efforts can also help
companies identify potential fraudulent activities and transactions (e.g., fraudulent expense
submission and reimbursement, phantom vendors, overpayment) and reduce the likelihood
of regulatory non-compliance from a lack of financial controls tied to procurement policy
and enforcement.

Leveraging P2P Analytics
in Your Own Environment
Recommendation:

While P2P benchmarking exercises are most effective when organizations carry
them out in a top-down manner—ideally with close finance involvement—P2P
analytics focused on category savings opportunities can work from the bottom up.
The critical enabling factor in this regard is visibility and cleanliness of data—not
to mention an ability to get this information into an analytical environment
that allows the flexibility to drill deeply into different types of data sets to unearth
opportunities. To simplify the enablement of P2P analytics, Spend Matters
recommends that procurement organizations:
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UÊ Gain directional indication of where the best opportunities may come from based
on initial benchmarking exercises and potentially third-party category analysis
UÊ ÛiÃÌÊÊ>ÊÃ«i`ÊÛÃLÌÞÊÌÃiÌÊÌ >ÌÊi>LiÃÊÌ iÊ>LÌÞÊÌÊÊ>ÌÊLÌ Ê*"Ê
>`Ê*"ÊvÀ>Ì
UÊ Develop strategies to integrate non-traditional data sets into a spend analysis environment
i°}°]Êi}>]Ê>ÀiÌ}]Ê/E Ê>`ÊÀi>Ìi`ÊÃÞÃÌiÃÊ`>Ì>®
UÊ "ViÊÞÕ½ÛiÊVÃ`>Ìi`ÊÌ iÊ`>Ì>ÊÃiÌÃÊÊµÕiÃÌÊÊ>ÊÃÌ>LiÊiÛÀiÌ]ÊiÃÕÀiÊÞÕÀÊ
analytical package is up to the review task (i.e., know the limits of ERP BI, not to mention
Excel and Access)
UÊ `Ê>ÊiÝiVÕÌÛiÊV >«Êi°}°]Ê "]Ê}iiÀ>ÊVÕÃi®ÊÌ >ÌÊÜÊÃÕLÌÊÌ iÀÊÜÊ
information for analysis and review, including tax, audit, matters management and related
spend data; executive backing such as this for areas of P2P spend that procurement has not
been able to previously influence can be critical for building momentum for overall indirect
and services spend analysis and sourcing initiatives

Getting the Most
from P2P Benchmarking and Analytics
Recommendation:

Spend Matters research suggests that companies which invest in the right sets
of technology can drive significantly disproportionate returns when it comes to
getting the most out of their overall P2P programs (including both eProcurement
and invoice automation) as well as spend analytics. Unlike other areas of
procurement (e.g., strategic sourcing) where it’s possible to correct for a lack of
technology with only a minimal loss of efficiency, provided skilled team members
follow processes correctly and employ the right supplier management, supply
market and negotiation strategies, P2P is an area where technology can—and
should—serve as a core underpinning that drives everything else, from overall
purchasing and A/P transformation to advanced sourcing strategy development
for categories which procurement was unable to previously impact. Therefore,
procurement organizations should look to:
UÊ Create budgets and business plans in this area based on overall business impact
rather than just category cost savings or labor efficiency gains
UÊ Leverage the right toolset to radically alter—versus just fix—broken processes
UÊ Put significant effort into evaluating the right set of technologies and associated solutions
(e.g., supplier networks) as early in the process as possible
UÊ Leverage third-party services firms not just for systems selection and implementation
but for process knowledge transfer
UÊ /ÀÞÊÌÊ>Û`ÊiÛiÊVÃ`iÀ}ÊÃ >Ài`ÃiÀÛViÃÊÀÊ«ÀVÕÀiiÌÊ *"Ê>««À>V iÃÊvÀÊ*Ó*Ê
until the core underlying processes are fixed
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Spend Matters is thankful for the support of our Volume 2 Compass Series
sponsors, Ariba, Emptoris, Bristlecone/SAP, Spend Radar and Zycus. Spend Matters
sponsors have no additional opportunity to influence the content or research of
Spend Matters relative to other software or services providers. As part of the
research process for this Compass Series, Spend Matters interviewed over two dozen
vendor, practitioner and consultant organizations in the past twelve months.
Sponsor detail:

Ariba, Inc.ÊÃÊÌ iÊi>`}Ê«ÀÛ`iÀÊvÊ`i>`ÊÃ«i`Ê>>}iiÌÊÃÕÌÃ°Ê"ÕÀÊÃÃÊÃÊ
to transform the way companies of all sizes, across all industries, and geographies operate by
delivering technology, service, and network solutions that enable them to holistically source,
contract, procure, pay, manage, and analyze their spend and supplier relationships. Delivered
on demand, our enterprise-class offerings empower companies to achieve greater control of
their spend and drive continuous improvements in financial and supply chain performance.
More than 1,000 companies, including more than half of the companies on the Fortune 100,
use Ariba solutions to manage their spend from sourcing and orders through invoicing and
payment. For more information, visit www.ariba.com.

SAP, the world’s leading provider of business software, has been helping companies of all
sizes achieve profitable growth since 1972. By using SAP solutions, companies can reduce
costs, optimize performance, and gain the insight and agility needed to close the gap between
ÃÌÀ>Ìi}ÞÊ>`ÊiÝiVÕÌ°Ê/`>Þ]ÊVÕÃÌiÀÃÊÊÀiÊÌ >Ê£ÓäÊVÕÌÀiÃÊÀÕÊ-*Ê>««V>ÌÃp
from distinct solutions addressing the needs of specific lines of businesses such as SAP
ÕÃiÃÃ"LiVÌÃÊ-«i`Ê*iÀvÀ>ViÊ>>}iiÌ]Ê-*Ê -ÕÀV}Ê>`Ê-*Ê ÌÀ>VÌÊ
Lifecycle Management for the Procurement and Supply Chain organizations. Year after year,
Bristlecone solidifies their leadership in supply chain transformation by continually challenging
traditional supply chain models by leveraging best in class technologies validating that SAP
is affordable, easy to install, and able to grow with your future success. By using SAP
solutions, companies can reduce costs, optimize performance, and gain the insight and agility
needed to close the gap between strategy and execution. In fact, Bristlecone now offers
complete sourcing and procurement services on demand as a subscription service powered
by SAP, providing clients the flexibility to leverage SAP in whatever financial and operational
model desired.

Emptoris is a world leader in innovative Strategic Supply Management and Enterprise
ÌÀ>VÌÊ>>}iiÌÊÃÕÌÃ°Ê/ iÊÃÕÌiÊVÕ`iÃÊvviÀ}ÃÊvÀÊÃ«i`Ê>>ÞÃÃ]ÊÃÕÀV}]Ê
services procurement, supplier risk analysis and contract management. Emptoris solutions
are consistently recognized by leading independent analyst firms as market leading and may
be deployed flexibly or modularly to meet the unique demands of global businesses. Used by
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successful Global 2000 companies in every industry, customers include American Express,
Boeing, ConocoPhillips, GlaxoSmithKline, Kraft, Motorola, Syngenta, and Vodafone.

Spend Radar helps companies overcome many of the challenges that previous generation
spend analysis and data classification solutions fail to fully address—or address in an
incomplete or suboptimal way. Unlike previous generations of tools, Spend Radar does not
rely on a black-box or an off-shore factory of analysts to lead or babysit an effort—nor does
it treat data gathering and classification as just a necessary step to get to analysis. Rather,
Spend Radar provides the first and only stand alone spend data management solution that
helps companies get as close to 100% accurate classification themselves, providing flexibility
to expose the right set of information to the right audience at the right point in a decision
«ÀViÃÃ°Ê"ÕÀÊiÌÀiÊvVÕÃÊÃÊÌÊ i«Ê>ÞÊÀ}>â>ÌÊÜÀ}ÊÜÌ ÊÃ«i`ÊÀÊÃÕ««iÀÊÀi>Ìi`Ê
data to take action more quickly and effectively, reducing the time spent to create actionable
analysis by an order of magnitude. Spend Radar doesn’t just manage spend data—it turns
data into spend intelligence based on the format and view that is most valuable for a particular
ÕÃiÀÊ>ÌÊ>Ê«>ÀÌVÕ>ÀÊ«ÌÊÊÌi°Ê+ÕVÞ°Ê vviVÌÛiÞ°Ê/À>Ã«>ÀiÌÞ°Ê`Ê>VVÕÀ>ÌiÞ°

Zycus continues to deliver on its heritage of providing best-in-class spend management
solutions that are world renowned for delivering an accelerated return on investment through
superior user adoption to create Maximized Savings. Zycus’ solutions are built from the
ground up combining cutting-edge technology and domain expertise, enabling higher
performance and sustainable value to organizations worldwide. Zycus provides global spend
management solutions to more than 170 leading Fortune 1000 customers that consider spend
management software, processes and technology strategic to their competitive advantage.
Zycus Spend Management solutions automate and streamline the processes of spend
analysis, strategic sourcing and contract management. With more than 170 global proven
implementations, Zycus’ solutions have emerged as the global favorite. Zycus has more than
ÓxäÊi«ÞiiÃÊ>VÀÃÃÊ ÀÌ ÊiÀV>]Ê ÕÀ«iÊ>`ÊÃ>*>VwV°Ê/Êi>ÀÊÀiÊ>LÕÌÊ<ÞVÕÃ]Ê
e-mail information@zycus.com or visit www.zycus.com.

